MORNING SESSION

10:30  Opening Remarks: Lisse
10:35  Raspberry DNS: Akanho
10:55  Canadian IXP Landscape: Latour
11:20  Application Port Scanning: Kolesnikov
11:40  DoS Prevention at Speed: Filip
12:00  Lunch: TBD
Afternoon Session

13:30  RDAP Deployment: Blanchet
13:45  WHOIS at Microsoft: Svancarek
14:15  Machine Learning .QA: Chinwal
14:35  Machine Learning .JP: Yoneya
15:00  Host Presentation: Vermeys
15:30  Pentesting AUDA: Tonkin
**Afternoon Session**

16:00  Root Early Warning: **Hoffman**
16:45  Entrada Update: **Wullink**
17:15  ICANN Security Practices: **Rangan**
17:45  .IN Migration: **Saran**
18:10  Quantum DNSSEC: **Levine**
18:25  Closing Remarks: ...